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Preface

Publication of the *Handbook of Group Decision and Negotiation* marks a milestone in the evolution of the group decision and negotiation (GDN) field. On this occasion, editors Colin Eden and Marc Kilgour asked me to write a brief history of the field to provide background and context for the volume.

They said that I am in a good position to do so: Actively involved in creating the GDN Section and serving as its chair; founding and leading the GDN journal, *Group Decision and Negotiation* as editor-in-chief, and the book series, “Advances in Group Decision and Negotiation” as editor; and serving as general chair of the GDN annual meetings. I accepted their invitation to write a brief history.

In 1989 what is now the Institute for Operations Research and the Management Sciences (INFORMS) established its Section on Group Decision and Negotiation. The journal *Group Decision and Negotiation* was founded in 1992, published by Springer in cooperation with INFORMS and the GDN Section. In 2003, as an extension of the journal, the Springer book series, “Advances in Group Decision and Negotiation” was inaugurated.

The journal and book series are motivated by unifying approaches to GDN processes. These processes are purposeful, adaptive and complex – cybernetic and self-organizing – involving purpose, relation, communication, negotiation and decision in multiplayer, multicriteria, ill-structured, evolving, dynamic problems in which players (agents) both cooperate and conflict. In short, this is problem solving by purposeful complex adaptive systems. Approaches include (1) computer GDN support systems, (2) artificial intelligence and management science, (3) applied game theory, experiment and social choice, and (4) social and cognitive/behavioral sciences in group decision and negotiation.

The four departments of the journal are organized around these four approaches. These processes are purposeful, adaptive and complex – cybernetic and self-organizing – involving purpose, relation, communication, negotiation and decision in multiplayer, multicriteria, ill-structured, evolving, dynamic problems in which players (agents) both cooperate and conflict. In short, this is problem solving by purposeful complex adaptive systems. Approaches include (1) computer GDN support systems, (2) artificial intelligence and management science, (3) applied game theory, experiment and social choice, and (4) social and cognitive/behavioral sciences in group decision and negotiation.

The four departments of the journal are organized around these four approaches. Led by Editor-in-Chief, Melvin F. Shakun, *Group Decision and Negotiation* greatly benefits from the knowledge, expertise and work of its senior, departmental and associate editors. The fundamental source of its high quality is collectively the authors of its papers. Now in volume 19 (2010), the journal publishes six issues and approximately 600 pages annually. Starting with volume 20 (2011), the number of pages will increase by about 25%.

The *Handbook of Group Decision and Negotiation* is part of the book series, “Advances in Group Decision and Negotiation”. Other volumes in the book series so far concern cultural differences in resolving disputes, computer-aided international conflict resolution, multicultural teams, and an upcoming book on negotiation and e-negotiation.
Before the year 2000, GDN Section meetings were always part of INFORMS meetings. For the millennium and intended as a one-time event, the Section decided to have a meeting of its own. A very successful stand-alone meeting, GDN 2000, was held in Glasgow, Scotland, United Kingdom. The excellent papers, increased connectedness among participants facilitated by a smaller meeting, and resulting professional synergies motivated a spontaneous move to hold a similar-type meeting in 2001. La Rochelle, France was selected as the site for GDN 2001. Meetings GDN 2002 through GDN 2010 followed with some being held as a meeting-within-a-meeting at larger INFORMS-affiliated meetings. The complete list of meetings from GDN 2000 to GDN 2010 is as follows:

GDN 2000, Glasgow, Scotland, United Kingdom
GDN 2001, La Rochelle, France
GDN 2002, Perth, Western Australia, Australia
GDN 2003, Istanbul, Turkey (as part of EURO-INFORMS 2003)
GDN 2004, Banff, Alberta, Canada (as part of CORS-INFORMS 2004)
GDN 2005, Vienna, Austria
GDN 2006, Karlsruhe, Germany
GDN 2007, Mont Tremblant, Quebec, Canada
GDN 2008, Coimbra, Portugal
GDN 2009, Toronto, Ontario, Canada (part of CORS-INFORMS 2009)
GDN 2010, Delft, Netherlands

The GDN Section meetings generally have been partnered with the EURO Working Group on Decision and Negotiation Support, and the EURO Working Group on Decision Support Systems. Often special issues of Group Decision and Negotiation have come out of the GDN meetings.

The INFORMS-GDN Section Award (Certificate) honors leading contributors to GDN research, teaching and the profession. When given, it is presented at the GDN meeting banquet for that year. Award recipients to date are as follows: Melvin Shakun (2004), Gregory Kersten (2005), Marc Kilgour (2007), Colin Eden (2008), Geri-Jan de Vreede (2010).

This brief history is dedicated to all of us: Colleagues who individually and collectively have made history in evolving the GDN field.

New York, NY
Melvin F. Shakun
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Introduction to the Handbook of Group Decision and Negotiation

D. Marc Kilgour and Colin Eden

What is Group Decision and Negotiation?

The ability to reach informed and appropriate collective decisions is probably a prerequisite for civilization, and is certainly a valuable asset for individuals and for all types of organizations. The use of formal procedures for reaching a collective decision is often recommended, and it is widely accepted that collective decision-making can be “improved” by a systematic approach, or by the right kind of group support. Group Decision and Negotiation (GDN) is the academic and professional field that aims to understand, develop, and implement these ideas in order to improve collective decision processes. The aim of this Handbook is simple: Make the methods, conclusions, and products of Group Decision and Negotiation research and practice widely available in a form suitable for practitioners, students, and researchers.

Group Decision and Negotiation includes the development and study of methods for assisting groups, or individuals within groups, as they interact and collaborate to reach a collective decision. The broad aims of the field are to provide a range of procedures – including both analytical support and process support – that will improve, and possibly even optimize, collective decisions. The range of GDN is enormous, reflecting the breadth of the structural, strategic, tactical, social, and psychological issues faced by individuals and groups as they narrow in on a collective choice.

The field encompasses procedures, techniques, and support systems designed to help negotiating or cooperating decision makers deal with complex issues more efficiently or more effectively. The development of GDN is an excellent illustration of interdisciplinary synergy, as approaches are combined from operations research, computer science, psychology, social psychology, political economy, systems engineering, information systems, social choice theory, game theory, system dynamics, and other fields. Moreover, this research is being carried out around the globe; for instance, the authors of this Handbook are working in Austria, Canada, Finland, Germany, Hong Kong, The Netherlands, Poland, Sweden, Taiwan, Turkey, the UK and the US.

The field of Group Decision and Negotiation boasts a large and growing research literature. A search of the Web of Knowledge database for the keywords “group decision” and “negotiation” found them to be associated with over 12,000 papers, scattered over more than 100 research areas including management science, engineering, psychology, neuroscience, political science, and many others (Web of Knowledge, 2009). The field has been catalyzed by the successful specialist journal Group Decision and Negotiation, which has published many of the most significant advances. Yet the sheer volume of research cannot be considered surprising in light of the observation that most of the important decisions made by corporations, governmental and non-governmental organizations, and individuals around the world amount to decisions made by a group through some form of negotiation.

For example, the United Nations must be a centre of negotiation if it is to achieve its aims to maintain international peace and security, foster friendly relations,
and achieve international cooperation and harmony (http://www.hrw.org/legal/uncchart.html – Charter of United Nations, Chapter 1, Article 1, accessed 29 April 2010). These negotiations must involve not only national governments, but also regional organizations, non-governmental organizations, and other groups. Similarly, corporate and governmental organizations are in a constant state of negotiation as they forge group decisions, develop policy, and make strategy. At the individual level, negotiations remain crucial, not only in interpersonal relations, as in the family, but also as individuals relate to each other and to government or corporate organizations. In recent times, electronic communication, including e-negotiation and e-negotiation systems, sophisticated computerized group support systems (GSS), and even text messaging, have revolutionized negotiation practices and created important new negotiation problems. All of these aspects of GDN are considered in the Handbook.

The field of Group Decision and Negotiation exhibits both unity and diversity. For example, in one part of the field, scholars find it useful and appropriate to distinguish between group decision making and negotiation. They understand group decision as a decision problem shared by two or more concerned parties who must make a choice, for which all parties will bear some responsibility, while seeing negotiation as a process in which two or more independent, concerned parties may make a collective choice, or may make no choice at all. An alternative view is that group decision is a generic process whereas negotiation is a specific process (Walton and MacKersie, 1965). An important difference, though not a characterization, is that negotiation often implies a distributive dimension that group decision almost always lacks. These distinct viewpoints reflect not only the possible outcomes, but also the process, the number of participants, the existence of common ground, and the types and modes of participation. In yet another part of the field, the terms group decision and negotiation cannot be disengaged—group decisions arise through subtle or “soft” social and psychological negotiation. In the Handbook of Group Decision and Negotiation, we accept all of these perspectives, and more. Our aim is to introduce them to the reader, and to convey an idea of their implications. As we do so, we will cover the field of Group Decision and Negotiation as it is now, and as it seems likely to develop in the future.

Organization of the Handbook

The Handbook is in four parts.

I. The Context of Group Decision and Negotiation.
   In this section, the stage is set for understanding GDN by focusing on the ingredients, the inputs, and the media.

II. The Analysis of Collective Decisions.
   In this section, collective decision processes are modeled and analyzed, mainly using methods related to or inspired by game theory. Normative or prescriptive procedures related to these methods are also introduced here.

III. Facilitated Group Decision and Negotiation.
   In this section, attention turns to support systems aimed at facilitating a group in the structuring, analysis, and negotiation of decisions.

IV. Electronic Negotiation.
   Here, the special nature of electronic negotiation is explored, and the implications of its rapid growth developed.

Parenthetically, we note that Parts II and IV are grounded in the notion of a separation between decision and negotiation, whereas Parts I and III make only fuzzy distinctions between these two aspects of GDN.

Part I: The Context of Group Decision and Negotiation

The first part of the Handbook provides context for the analysis, understanding, and support of group decision and negotiation. Here the groundwork is laid for the specific approaches that are described in the three remaining parts of the Handbook.

Andrej Wierzbicki begins by setting GDN in the wider societal context. His chapter is adventurous in its theoretical perspective, discussing the informational revolution, the dematerialization of work, the conceptual revolution, and the change of episteme. The chapter is far-reaching; its conclusions constitute an appeal for new concepts and approaches that can form a basis for theories of group decision and negotiation at a higher level. Wierzbicki’s views are interesting and challenging, though not necessarily shared by other authors!

Julie Rennacker, Alan Dennis, and Sean Hansen introduce a significant shift in negotiation behaviours in organizational meetings. They talk of invisible whispering through the use of instant messaging devices. New technology, used by all managers (and most people), is facilitating different forms of conversation within meetings—a conversation that goes beyond what is heard and seen by all of the members of a group. Thus, although the last two decades have seen the introduction of carefully designed computer-based group support systems, there is now a potential for designing sub-group support using personal digital assistants (PDAs).

We mention above the notion that group decision and negotiation is embedded in organizational settings. Christine Carlson reports a case study of a decision with serious consequences—a situation that he calls a “hard decision”. He reports on how modelling approaches can influence hard decision, and in particular help a group frame their decision problem. He provides a sense of the breadth of considerations that typically make up a group decisions and negotiation.

Needless to say, a difficult and yet pervasive issue throughout GDN is the role of emotion, a dimension that has been notably missing from prominent theories of argumentation and negotiation. Emotion is the focus of Bilyana Martinovski in her chapter on emotion in negotiation. She describes how linguistics, Ethnomethodology, and neurology contribute to the understanding of face-to-face negotiation, showing the crucial role of emotion and language in the process of reaching an agreement—or failing to do so. Her discussion is not restricted to face-to-face negotiations, but continues with the role of emotion in computer-mediated group decisions and even in virtual-agent models of negotiation.

Melvin Shakun makes an equally bold investigation into the wide range of influences in reaching agreements. He views the process of developing and accepting agreements as an essentially human enterprise, extending from emotion to spirituality, and introduces the notion of reflection in problem solving and negotiation. He sets his ideas of connectedness in the context of many other approaches to GDN, creating an instrumental analysis of the nature of agreement that encompasses the wider aspects of humanity.

Cecilia Albin and Daniel Druckman discuss the role of justice in negotiation and, in particular, its importance in achieving enduring agreements.

Julie Rennacker, Alan Dennis, and Sean Hansen introduce a significant shift in negotiation behaviours in organizational meetings. They talk of invisible whispering through the use of instant messaging devices. New technology, used by all managers (and most people), is facilitating different forms of conversation within meetings—a conversation that goes beyond what is heard and seen by all of the members of a group. Thus, although the last two decades have seen the introduction of carefully designed computer-based group support systems, there is now a potential for designing sub-group support using personal digital assistants (PDAs).

We mention above the notion that group decision and negotiation is embedded in organizational settings. Christine Carlson reports a case study of a decision with serious consequences—a situation that he calls a “hard decision”. He reports on how modelling approaches can influence hard decision, and in particular help a group frame their decision problem. He provides a sense of the breadth of considerations that typically make up a group decisions and negotiation.

Needless to say, a difficult and yet pervasive issue throughout GDN is the role of emotion, a dimension that has been notably missing from prominent theories of argumentation and negotiation. Emotion is the focus of Bilyana Martinovski in her chapter on emotion in negotiation. She describes how linguistics, Ethnomethodology, and neurology contribute to the understanding of face-to-face negotiation, showing the crucial role of emotion and language in the process of reaching an agreement—or failing to do so. Her discussion is not restricted to face-to-face negotiations, but continues with the role of emotion in computer-mediated group decisions and even in virtual-agent models of negotiation.

Melvin Shakun makes an equally bold investigation into the wide range of influences in reaching agreements. He views the process of developing and accepting agreements as an essentially human enterprise, extending from emotion to spirituality, and introduces the notion of reflection in problem solving and negotiation. He sets his ideas of connectedness in the context of many other approaches to GDN, creating an instrumental analysis of the nature of agreement that encompasses the wider aspects of humanity.

Cecilia Albin and Daniel Druckman discuss the role of justice in negotiation and, in particular, its importance in achieving enduring agreements.

Julie Rennacker, Alan Dennis, and Sean Hansen introduce a significant shift in negotiation behaviours in organizational meetings. They talk of invisible whispering through the use of instant messaging devices. New technology, used by all managers (and most people), is facilitating different forms of conversation within meetings—a conversation that goes beyond what is heard and seen by all of the members of a group. Thus, although the last two decades have seen the introduction of carefully designed computer-based group support systems, there is now a potential for designing sub-group support using personal digital assistants (PDAs).

We mention above the notion that group decision and negotiation is embedded in organizational settings. Christine Carlson reports a case study of a decision with serious consequences—a situation that he calls a “hard decision”. He reports on how modelling approaches can influence hard decision, and in particular help a group frame their decision problem. He provides a sense of the breadth of considerations that typically make up a group decisions and negotiation.

Needless to say, a difficult and yet pervasive issue throughout GDN is the role of emotion, a dimension that has been notably missing from prominent theories of argumentation and negotiation. Emotion is the focus of Bilyana Martinovski in her chapter on emotion in negotiation. She describes how linguistics, Ethnomethodology, and neurology contribute to the understanding of face-to-face negotiation, showing the crucial role of emotion and language in the process of reaching an agreement—or failing to do so. Her discussion is not restricted to face-to-face negotiations, but continues with the role of emotion in computer-mediated group decisions and even in virtual-agent models of negotiation.

Melvin Shakun makes an equally bold investigation into the wide range of influences in reaching agreements. He views the process of developing and accepting agreements as an essentially human enterprise, extending from emotion to spirituality, and introduces the notion of reflection in problem solving and negotiation. He sets his ideas of connectedness in the context of many other approaches to GDN, creating an instrumental analysis of the nature of agreement that encompasses the wider aspects of humanity.

Cecilia Albin and Daniel Druckman discuss the role of justice in negotiation and, in particular, its importance in achieving enduring agreements.
Part III: Facilitated Group Decision and Negotiation

This part of the Handbook focuses on group decision support. The chapters describe modeling approaches that, in most cases, are facilitated by a group support system or interactive group model building procedure.

Group Support Systems (GSS) or Group Decision Support Systems (GDSS) have been in existence for over two decades. GSSs are common systems with a number of features that are useful for group decision-making. These features include the ability to model and explore the impacts of different alternatives, to facilitate decision-making processes, and to enable collaborative working.

The problem of fair division is the puzzle of how a group of individuals whose tastes are different, to allocate fairly some divisible item, or set of items, to a group of individuals whose tastes are different.

Next, Özgür Klbns describes the rich array of cooperative game approaches to negotiation. He describes in detail Nash's concept of a bargaining problem and the axiomatic method usually applied to assess possible rules or solutions. An axiom is simply a property of a bargaining rule, usually seen by the researcher as desirable. Typically, cooperative bargaining theory begins with a set of axioms, motivated by a particular application, and identifies the class of bargaining rules that satisfy them. Many bargaining rules presented here can be characterized by the sets of axioms that define them. The relation of cooperative to non-cooperative approaches to bargaining is also addressed, culminating in a brief assessment of the Nash program and issues of implementation and manipulation of bargaining rules. Finally a few ordinal bargaining rules, which do not assume Neumann-Morgenstern preferences, are presented.

As Hannu Nurmi points out in his contribution, voting systems are common ways of resolving conflicts, choosing candidates, selecting policy options as well as of determining winners or ranking competitors in various contests. There are many voting systems; it is an important, but perhaps unsurprising, fact that different voting systems often produce widely different outcomes when applied to the same set of voter inputs. Plausible outcomes can sometimes be singled out, and many classical paradoxes of voting arise as voting systems fail to produce the outcomes that "ought" to be selected. More generally, various plausible criteria for the evaluation of voting systems have been proposed. The advantages and disadvantages of making collective decisions by voting become apparent from this survey.

The problem of fair division is the puzzle of how to allocate fairly any divisible item, or set of items, to a group of individuals whose tastes are different.

"Soft" negotiation seeks to enable a productive shift in the psychological and social understandings of participants. It is underpinned by propositions from the field of international conciliation where the emphasis is on reaching agreements and changing thinking.
Part IV: Electronic Negotiation

One major impact of the internet is its ability to link individuals—and whenever individuals can communicate, they negotiate. The history of electronic negotiation began with the use of internet as a communication device. (For a brief review of e-negotiation, see Kersten, 2002.) It was soon recognized that electronic negotiations are a useful research tool because they provide the capacity to regulate and monitor negotiator communication, and to make it available for analysis. Recently, electronic negotiating agents in various forms have been developed and placed on the internet; they regulate human negotiation, and negotiate with humans and with each other. The rapid growth and developing implications of electronic negotiation are the theme of this part of the Handbook.

Gregory Kersten and Hsiangchu Lai provide a sweeping overview of the field of electronic negotiation, beginning with a history of software used to conduct negotiations and assist negotiators. Negotiation models and systems have come from computer science, management science, engineering, management information systems, psychology, and communication research. Kersten and Lai focus on the relationship between the design and engineering of e-negotiation systems and the socio-psychological and anthropological aspects of negotiations involving people. They relate negotiation process models, e-negotiation taxonomy, the design of exchange mechanisms, and protocol theory. They also review several e-negotiation systems currently used in business and academia, including some for supply chain systems and some for negotiation training.

Jamshid Etezadi then addresses the question of what determines whether an e-negotiation system is adopted and used. He begins in the Information Systems literature, explaining the uniqueness of negotiation systems and proposing guidelines for modeling and measuring their adoption and use that are major modifications to the standard models of technology adoption. He goes on to assess some specific models that relate to the role of affect in negotiation and the impact of "incidental emotion," proposing a general conceptual model for adoption of e-negotiation systems that incorporates negotiation affect. He further takes some tests of the validity of the model using a large dataset, and concludes with some recommendations for future research.

Mareike Schoop's chapter concerns process support for human e-negotiators. Successful support systems not only increase the value of electronic media for negotiation, but also develop links between negotiators, and strengthen organizations. To achieve these successes, a negotiation support system must provide integrated support for all aspects of the negotiation processes—decision making, communication, and document exchange. In this chapter, these issues are addressed in terms of the organizational objectives, communication theory, and document management. As an example, the Negotiaton system is described in detail and used to illustrate sophisticated support for complex electronic negotiations applicable across a wide range of contexts.

Recent developments have created a need for online dispute resolution services, and Ofir Tureg and Yufei Yuan describe some that have recently become available. For example, e-disputes arise frequently among buyers and sellers using online auction systems such as eBay, and online dispute resolution seems a natural way to help disputants address their problem. The need for online dispute resolution and its history are described briefly, and then currently available services are described and classified. One promising type, principle-based dispute resolution, is described in detail and analyzed using concepts of justice, which has some unusual aspects when delivered entirely in the context of the world-wide web. The issue of when users will voluntarily accept online dispute resolution is explored in detail, with some conclusions that make interesting comparisons with those of other chapters.

The concluding article in this final section is Kath Sycara and Tionglong Dai's description of negotiating agents. The contrast the social science and mathematical science investigations of negotiation, focusing in the latter group on both analytical models that describe optimal decision-making and computational models that attempt to calculate it. Computationally, the objective has been to find, quickly and at acceptable levels of computational resources, strategies that are optimal or nearly optimal, using suitable approximations and heuristics as appropriate. The authors review some important ideas in both the analytical and computational streams, and describe their implementation in autonomous processes, or agents, so as to incorporate realistic some crucial aspects of negotiation such as argumentation, information seeking, and cognition, and then to engage in negotiations in a decentralized context. Such models can substitute for human negotiators and, in addition, promise to contribute to our understanding of human information processing in negotiation. They hold the potential of a new generation of decision support for human negotiators.

Conclusions

Our objective as we prepared this Handbook has been both to recognize the past and to look to the future. Throughout its development, the integrative approaches of Group Decision and Negotiation—studying problems using broad social science principles, analyzing them mathematically, or developing algorithms and software for them that incorporate managerial principles—have established the distinctiveness of the field. GDN has achieved some successes on its core problems, even though they are usually ill-structured and dynamic, precisely because they are suited to so many different perspectives. As much as the commonalities of the problems it addresses, it is the interplay of different forms of reasoning and different procedures that characterizes this unique field. We felt it appropriate that the Handbook of Group Decision and Negotiation should emphasize both the diversity and the integrity of the field. The process of reaching a collective decision can be studied both in theory and in practice; problems can be understood in terms of underlying principles or computational issues; ideas from other disciplines can be adapted to build systems that address real problems, but only after appropriate modification, which is usually substantial.

Group Decision and Negotiation has succeeded in making an impact on theory and practice, we believe, and we believe that it will continue to succeed, but nonetheless we recognize that it faces great challenges. As we look to the future, we are very aware of the relevance of new technological developments to the evolution of our field; there is no question that GDN as we know it today was facilitated, and even shaped, by the technologies of the past. We do not have any special qualifications for prediction, so we will not attempt to predict which issues that will emerge in the future, or which current problems that will shrink and become tractable— we predict only that the great issues of GDN will change while the fundamental problems remain the same.

And we are confident that Group Decision and Negotiation will continue to be important far into the future, and that it will continue its interdisciplinary and multi-disciplinary traditions. Up to now, it has advanced on a broad front, and this strategy has served theorists and practitioners very well. Collective decision making will be no less important in the future, and we are looking forward to making a contribution. Equally, we are confident that there is a firm foundation for the future development of our discipline. We have done our best to elaborate it in this Handbook.
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